Run 2185 G Day 2012, V D Shafston Hotel.
A small but quality pack of not so fit looking Hashmen [after New Year’s festivities] arrived
ready to receive our greetings and wise words from our new Dear Leader, Scruffy.
Arseplay arrived in the Beachballmobile finishing his pre exercise beer shaking his head at
the adventures of Beachball with R S V P ladies. Chardarse brought his potential son in law
Anthony for a run, Radar and Boxer brought their guide dogs. Our Dear Leader chose words
well in our welcome and with sad news of Jaffa losing his partner over the weekend.
The dozen runners took off on a typically well marked, planned route by VD heading west
with a few checks to keep the walking dead in sight for a while. Being very quiet on the roads
no lives were lost crossing a few big ones. Bugs caught up after a late start due to unloading
and wharfie duties with the tourists from Tangas. We had 11 still with us at a regroup down
near the creek at Stanley Street near an old bus museum/wrecker. Vaso even thinks he saw
his old school bus, a 1936 vintage beauty. A few good checks by front runners Tinkerbell and
Anthony kept us all close enough as we wound home via the river still in good last light.
After cleansing ale Scruffy, with the help of a tough bunch declared it a thumbs Down run, so
VD was duly iced.

The new Hash Monk came too soon, complete with sparklers religious attire and Virgin Mary
statue, a great entry that scared the bejusus out of Roxy who wanted to have him.

A few minor indiscretions usually involving women and alcohol had to be punished on the
new blocks of Holy Water ice [hope it can work miracles].
Twin Tub, making old Junior push the Hitler staff car to start it.

Snappy, drinks, women, gambling and police a slight winner for S O T W over
Beachball, Women, 3 blue pills in 3 days.
Some milestones were celebrated, Scruffy 400 runs and F nut 300 runs.
On to the bar, for pretty good food and lots of lies told over a beer.
Run 6.95
Circle 7.28
Food On On 7.5

